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When I applied for a residency at the AIR-Krems I didn’t know anything about Krems and its
surroundings, except that it is at the Danube. This aspect interested me particularly, because I had
a previous residency in a small town in south Slovakia, Sturovo, which is at the Danube as well.
In that region the river draws the border between Slovakia and Hungary, a fluid border, in a zone
full of tensions, discriminations and nationalisms. This brought me to the reflection about the
“role” of the Danube in the different lands it flows through: border, obstacle, danger, richness,
beauty, etc. As I did in Sturovo, I planned for Krems a site-specific sound-installation, which
would reflect these aspects.
Before the start of the residency I did some researches on Krems and I discovered two main and
very contrasted aspects: on one side the picturesque town protected by the UNESCO, the wine
fields, the Wachau region; on the other, I found a very sparse and vague hint about an obscure
episode that happened towards the end of the 2nd World War: a massacre at the Krems/Stein
prison perpetrated by the SS and the local inhabitants. Further researches were resultless. Once in
Krems I learned that this is known as the “Kremser Hasenjagd” and that the local people don’t
like to talk about this.
At the arrival to the residency I discovered, that the windows of my studio-apartment were not
overlooking the Danube (like in the pictures on the website), but the prison itself – nowadays,
one of the biggest prisons in Austria.
From downstairs everything looked nice: the town is really beautiful, the Danube is stemmed
with stone banks and flows ignoring humans’ struggles, the wine-yard hills frame the picture.
From my apartment on the 3rd floor the perspective was different. I could have a view (although
the most superficial one, let’s say the first skin layer) on the everyday and night prison life: the
continual coming and going of lorries, busses with new prisoners, and people marked the days.
The watchmen guards’ tower was right in front of the bedroom window, which gave the feeling
to be on show. In the night a strong light was pointing into the apartment. The nearest jail
building was also facing my windows, so sometimes I could see some faces appear, voices, traces
of caged lives.
I guess this is a leitmotiv particularly of the music residents, as this view is accompanying
everyone during his/her stay. So, my experiences in Krems and at the AIR can’t be disconnected
from the “relationship with the prison”, which had certainly a strong impact on me.
Between end of May and beginning June I made small performances - or moving pictures - for
the watchmen in the tower. These performances - by their ambiguity and by the slight shirr of the
“normality” surface - were supposed to attract the attention of the guards.

In any case, my main project was the installation, which I planned to present in Krems itself. As
the site for the possible presentation was for a while not clear at all, I conceived and composed
two distinct pieces: one for a narrow space, i.e. the toilet of the common room at the AIR; the
other one for a very large space, i.e. the corridors of the ex-Minoriten cloister.
The music is composed with environmental sounds recorded in Krems, manipulated and edited.
I did the first recordings at the Jewish cemetery, which is crushed by a big beltway, thus
surrounded by heavy traffic. For this cemetery the saying “rest in peace” sounds quite ironical.
The gate is locked and one has to ask for the keys at the car shop on the opposite side of the
street. It’s a forgotten place, with solely old graves; only one person was buried there after 2nd
World War.
Although in the two pieces I used the same audio material – water, car traffic, trains, boats,
children’s murmuring, etc. - they are very different.
The first is dense, contracted, claustrophobic, a sort of sound assault. The intent was to use the
idea of flow in a broad way hence, not only connected to water. In a way, we could say that it is a
sound magma, which compactly and inexorably pours. The small toilet room, its acoustics and
the running ventilator would have amplified the effect of compression. The listener was supposed
to sit on the toilet, in a special light situation (darkness alternated by a stroboscopic light).
The other piece is the opposite: a large breath, with sounds shot in the space and rarefied
appearances. In this version the sounds become shadows, subtle presences, at times
conglomerating in denser and faster exchanges.
This piece was supposed to be projected on four speakers, placed at the corners of the cloister’s
corridor; in this way the sounds coming from the speakers would have been far to each other.
Both pieces are related to the sense of space, which is very important in my work.
Unfortunately, for organizational reasons neither of the installations could be presented.
In my personal view Krems is indeed a contradictory place, but which place it is not? However, I
was often asking myself where is Krems’ genius loci. I didn’t find it in its beauty, neither in its
order or cleanliness. Not even the Danube emanates the usual magnificence. The beautiful
landscape is “discharged”, as a painted scenography.
The most “deep” places remain the Jewish cemetery and the prison, although charged by a
profound shadow. But this shadow is pushed out and hidden.

